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While the individual union leadership only considers the impact of a 
wage increase on the employment of its members, the central leadership 
takes into account the impact of a wage increase on the employment of 
all categories of workers within the confederation who are affected. 

It is obvious from equation [5] that the difference between centralized 
wage setting and decentralized wage setting depends on the sign of 
IaL/CJwi for all j * i. If (aL/awJ > 0,  the two unians are substitutes in pro
duction. A higher wage for union i increases the demand for labor of 
members of union j. An example would be members of local unians in 
plants producing similar goods. A wage increase in one plant would in
duce employers to shift production to the lower cost plants. A centrali
zed wage setter that internalized this benefit would want to raise wages 
above the decentralized equilibrium. 

If, in contrast, (aL/awJ < 0 ,  the two unians are complements in pro
duction. The two unians are supplying complementary labor in the sen
se that the productivity of each is enhanced by the presence of the other. 
An example might be blue-collar and white-collar unians within the 
same industry, or unians located at different stages of a common process 
of production. In this case, one union's wage increase reduces the de
mand for the labor supplied by other unions. Under these circumstances, 
centralized wage setting would reduce wage demands below the equili
brium wage demanded by unians acting independently. 

One can view this model as another way to derive the hump-shaped 
hypothesis of the previous section. The centralization of plant-level uni
ans into industry-level unians is likely to entail the joining of substitu
tes, thus leading to more militant wage demands. The centralization of 
industrial unians into a national confederation is more likely to entail 
the amalgamation of complements, which results in less militant wage 
demands. 

A more important implication of the model with heterogeneaus work
ers is to highlight a different dimension of centralization. There are, at 
least, two dimensions of centralization that ought to be distinguished in 
empirical work but seldom are. The first dimension is whether wages are 
set at the level of the plant, enterprise, industry or nation. The second di
mension is whether workers in different types of jobs bargain jointly or 
separately. Putting the two together, one obtains something like Table 1 .  
As one moves vertically down the table, the relationship between wage 
demands and centralization is likely to be hump-shaped according to 
both the model with endogenaus final prices and the model with differ
ent types of labor. But as one moves horizontally across the table, the re
lationship between the militancy of wage demands and centralization is 
monotonically declining as workers in different types of jobs are typical
ly complements in production. 
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